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Dedication

With deep sadness the PCAS Board reported in the society’s November Newsletter that fellow member and good friend, Paul Douglas Campbell, passed away on September 25, 2014, at age 72. The Newsletter notice was necessarily short, reminding readers of Paul’s five books (The Humboldt Celt; Astronomy and the Maya Calendar Correlation; Survival Skills of Native California; Earth Pigments and Paint of the California Indians; The Universal Tool Kit: Out of Africa to Native California), his easy smile, sense of humor, broad knowledge, wisdom, and commitment to science. Here, the Board and PCAS Publication Committee set forth a more proper memorialization of an amazing, multidimensional man, by dedicating this Quarterly issue to his memory but also by presenting a larger picture of his life that was generally unknown to many of his friends in anthropology.

Paul was born in Lawrence, Massachusetts, to a Methodist minister and to a Swedish immigrant, English teacher, and poet. Early in his life Paul nurtured a love for all things natural. The future scholar attended high school in Austin, Minnesota, where he played football and basketball and excelled academically, winning both essay and mathematics awards. In one statewide math exam he took top honors.

Paul was eager to explore the world, sometimes with near abandon of concern for consequences. Immediately following graduation from Austin High School, he and a best friend hitchhiked to California, bringing along little more than the clothes on their backs and pocket money, a risky adventure indeed. Illegally boarding a ship to Hawaii, they were apprehended by the boat’s captain and subsequently questioned by an FBI agent. They were soon sent packing back to the mainland, but not before spending a day surfing at a Hawaiian beach.

With the help of Senators Eugene McCarthy and Hubert Humphrey, Paul received an appointment by Congressman Quie to the Naval Academy at Annapolis. However, he decided instead to attend the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, majoring in anthropology and playing varsity basketball for the Gophers. Free time was spent thinking outside the box, honing writing skills, and pursuing insights about the larger world.
Paul enlisted in and became deeply attached to the Marine Corps. After completing Officer Training School, he was shipped off to Vietnam, eventually being promoted to the rank of captain.

Completing his Marine Corps service, Paul headed to Valencia, Spain, where he immersed himself in Spanish culture. A half year later he arrived in Paris. Eventually returning to the states, his hunger for immersion in other cultures unabated, he moved to Mexico City, where he dedicated himself to becoming fluent in Spanish.

When not specifically learning more about other cultures, he might be found building and improving a Finnish-style log cabin on a lake island he purchased in Ontario, Canada, when he was in his mid-twenties. Summers at the cabin were spent canoe fishing for walleye, exploring other islands, swapping stories with comrades, gazing at the northern lights, and howling across the lake at timber wolves who nearly always returned the greetings.

Paul met his Lebanese-Armenian wife, Arpi, when he worked for Los Angeles County Social Services. Married in 1984, they shared over 30 years together, during which he and Arpi became the parents to two sons, Joseph and Razmig. With his boys, Paul shared a love of exploring the natural environment.

A man of many hats, figuratively and literally, Paul engaged in a variety of occupations, including cab driver, probation officer, property manager, and social worker (LA and Orange counties). Of all his interests, he was most passionate about and most intellectually committed to anthropology.

Many people encouraged Paul to pursue a Ph.D. in anthropology since he was already deeply immersed in the discipline. Rather than spend half a decade or more locked up in a library, buried in and regurgitating other people’s research and accomplishments, he chose instead to contribute his own raw knowledge to the field, much of it straight from Native Americans’ untapped rich experiences and traditions.

In remote parts of Mexico and California, crossing rivers and streams, sometimes overflowing his jeep with water, he sought out Native informants. Paul absorbed all information they would divulge about their ancestors’ survival skills and eventually shared this knowledge through publications and through workshops and classes he taught at numerous survival skill conventions. It was not possible to hike man-made or deer-made trails over desert lands or mountains without Paul periodically stopping to hold forth on native plants and how the indigenous people exploited them for medicine or food.

In the winter of Paul’s life, he finished his last book and took an active interest in Italian language and culture. Anything exotic or unfamiliar drew his attention.

After nearly a year and a half battling cancer, Paul succumbed to the disease at home in La Crescenta, in the shadows of the San Gabriel Mountains. Preceded in death by his parents, a brother Charles, and his son Razmig, he is survived by Arpi, son Joseph, and countless friends who will think of him every time they smell the potent scent of sage on their mountain and desert hikes.

Paul’s log cabin in Ontario, Canada.